Bombardier Challenger 300

> D-BOOM

PERFORMANCE

CABIN AMENITIES

The BOMBARDIER Challenger 300 is a super-midsize business jet and
the perfect choice for medium-haul flights. It is a sophisticated aircraft with
a true transatlantic range of 3078 nm, designed to ensure exceptional
performance over land or sea and to meet unprecedented safety standards.

Fully enclosed
lavatory with sink

The layout of the D-BOOM provides great comfort for nine passengers,

Satellite Phone

comprising four seats in club configuration and two single seats with a threeseater berthable divan in the rear part of the jet, facilitating a high lying

Espresso machine

comfort on any flight, if desired. All seats come fully adjustable and with
foldout tables as well as individual AC power plugs.The cabin itself
measures 28.6 ft in length (excl. cockpit) and 7.2 ft in width. Adding the flat

Microwave oven

floor design and the outstanding height of 6.1 ft, the Challenger 300
convinces with its open, spacious atmosphere.

SPEED

Full Refreshment
Center

540 mph
MAXIMUM RANGE

3542 mi
ALTITUDE MAX.

Berthable divan

45,000 ft.

Icebox
Flightshow

The galley with generous work surface, microwave oven, drainable ice
drawer can be divided from the cabin, in order to guarantee the necessary
privacy for the charter costumers. A fully enclosed aft lavatory and direct
access to the baggage compartment round off this aircraft type, making it
an exclusive means of travel for both business and pleasure.

SPECIFICATIONS

Catering

NORMAL SEATING

Stewardess

9

BAGGAGE VOLUME

106 ft³
Emergency Exit

6.10 ft

Entrance

7.19 ft

28.50 ft
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The BOMBARDIER Challenger 300 is a super-midsize business jet and
the perfect choice for medium-haul flights. It is a sophisticated aircraft
with a true transatlantic range of 3542 mi, designed to ensure exceptional
performance over land or sea and to meet unprecedented safety standards.

Full Refreshment
Center

The layout of the D-BUBI provides great comfort for nine passengers,
comprising four seats in club configuration and two single seats with a threeseater couch in the rear part of the jet. The latter functions as berthable
divan, facilitating a high lying comfort on any flight, if desired. All seats
come fully adjustable and with foldout tables as well as individual AC power
plugs.The cabin itself measures 28.50 ft in length (excl. cockpit) and 7.19 ft
in width. Adding the flat floor design and the outstanding height of 6.10 ft,
the Challenger 300 convinces with its open, spacious atmosphere.

Satellite Phone

The galley with generous work surface, microwave oven, drainable ice
drawer and sink can be divided from the cabin, in order to guarantee the
necessary privacy for the charter costumers. A fully enclosed aft lavatory
and direct access to the baggage compartment round off this aircraft type,
making it an exclusive means of travel for both business
and pleasure.

SPEED

540 mph

Fully enclosed
lavatory with sink

MAXIMUM RANGE

3542 mi

Espresso machine

ALTITUDE MAX.

Berthable divan

45,000 ft.

Microwave oven
Icebox
Flightshow
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